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Learning goals for today

At the end of class, you will be able to:

1. Understand example of synthetic control applied to
anti-smoking legislation

2. Understand how to conduct a hypothesis test for estimates
from a synthtic control analysis
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Synthetic Control: big idea

▶ Data have many pre- and post-treatment periods

▶ Treated unit is “unique”

▶ Not so many units in control group

▶ Construct synthetic unit to approximate untreated version of
treated unit using weighted average of untreated units

▶ Pick weights to match pre-treatment characteristics (either
covariates or observations)

▶ Synthetic unit is interpretable

▶ Allows for estimating time varying trends
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Synthetic control and Matching

In some ways, synthetic control can be seen as a specific form of
matching

▶ Predict unobserved potential outcome using observed
outcome of “similar” units

▶ Can choose “matches” (i.e., weights) to match untreated
outcomes (of eventually treated unit)

▶ Synthetic control differs in how weights are chosen

▶ Data across time (longitudinal) so we also observed untreated
outcomes of (eventually) treated unit

▶ Can directly match to minimize pre-treatment fit
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Synthetic control and Difference and Difference

▶ Both have observations pre and post treatment

▶ Generally, Diff-in-Diff has fixed set of comparison units using
prior knowledge (i.e., NJ vs PA)

▶ Equal weights for everyone in control group

▶ Synthetic control, we can start with a large “donor pool” and
select weights using data

▶ Diff-in-Diff requires parallel trends assumption holds for
average

▶ Synthetic control requires similar assumption, but for
synthetic unit
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Example: Smoking in California

▶ Synthetic Control Methods for Comparative Case Studies:
Estimating the Effect of California’s Tobacco Control Program
by Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2012)

▶ In the 1950 and 1960s, the public began realizing that
smoking posed health risks

▶ In 1988, California passed prop 99 which increased taxes on
cigarettes by 25 cents

▶ Earmarked funds for anti-smoking campaigns and research

▶ Some measures were rolled back in early 90s, but other
measures ensured smoke free restaurants and workplaces

▶ Similar measures enacted in Massachusetts, Oregon, Arizona...

What was the effect of Proposition 99 (and the
related measures) on smoking in California?
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Example: Smoking in California

▶ Outcome: cigarette sales per capita

▶ Treatment: Prop 99, increase in cigarette tax and
anti-smoking campaign

▶ Donor pool consists of 38 states which did not enact increase
in cigarette taxes
▶ If we were to use “regular” matching, would we be able to find

a good match for California?
▶ If we were to use diff-in-diff, should we use average of all 38

other states?
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▶ Weights selected by matching
▶ log(GDP per capita)
▶ % of population aged 15-24
▶ Retail price of cigarettes
▶ Beer consumption per capita
▶ Cigarette sales per capita in 1975, 1980 and 1988
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Example: Smoking in California
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Hypothesis testing

▶ In general, we expect a discrepancy between the synthetic unit
and the real observations, even if the treatment had no effect

▶ How might we test whether the estimated effect is statistically
significant?

▶ Placebo test:
▶ Run synthetic control on other states which didn’t get

treatment
▶ Compare difference between observed and synthetic California

to the difference between observed and synthetic for untreated
states
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Example: Smoking in California
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Hypothesis testing

▶ Discrepancy for California:

Ratio of Mean Squared Error =

∑
t≥T0

(Yt,CA − Yt,synthCA)
2∑

t<T0
(Yt,CA − Yt,synthCA)2

▶ Compare to RMSE for untreated states

▶ If California is large relative to other states, indicates
difference is unlikely to occur simply by chance

▶ P-value: is proportion of states larger than California
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Exampl: Smoking in California

P-value = .026
17 / 20



Interference

▶ Did treatment in California also affect other states?

▶ Did Prop 99 in California increase anti-smoking sentiment in
other states?

▶ If so, how would this affect our estimated effect size?

▶ Did increased taxes on cigarettes cause Californians to buy
cigarettes in other states?

▶ If so, how would this affect our estimated effect size?

▶ Did Californians anticipate higher tax on cigarettes in 1988
and stock up in 1987?

▶ If so, how would this affect our estimated effect size?
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Interference

▶ Synthetic unit approximates what would’ve happened in
California without treatment

▶ Relies on assumption that actual observations for untreated
units are what we would have also observed if California had
not been treated

▶ If treatment in California also decreases smoking in Utah the
synthetic unit we actually observe has less smoking than the
synthetic unit we would’ve created if we were able to observe
Utah without California treatment

▶ Gap between actual California and synthetic unit we actually
construct is be smaller than gap between actual California and
the synthetic unit we would’ve created if we were able to
observe Utah without California treatment
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Learning goals for today

At the end of class, you will be able to:

1. Understand example of synthetic control applied to
anti-smoking legislation

2. Understand how to conduct a hypothesis test for estimates
from a synthtic control analysis
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